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In the present paper, a new trimaran Pure Car Carrier (PCC) is proposed and a 

feasibility study on the ship is carried out. In this study, first, the effective horse 

power (EHP)/car of the PCC running in still water is predicted. By comparing the 

predicted EHP/car with that of a conventional mono-hull PCC, it is found that the 

trimaran PCC is superior to the conventional mono-hull PCC at rather higher speed. 

As ship speed increases, the reduction of the resistance of the trimaran is bigger. It 

is also found that at common service speed of PCCs, the EHP/car of a small PCC is 

lower than that of a conventional PCC. Secondly, the optimal L/B of a main-hull of 

the trimaran PCC in still water is determined. The optimal L/B of the main-hull varies 

with ship speed and size because the wave resistance decreases but the frictional 

resistance increases as L/B of the hull increases. As ship size increases, the optimal 

L/B of the main-hull of the trimaran PCC decreases. Finally, the increase of the 

resistance of PCCs running in strong wind is predicted. The results show that drift 

angle and speed reduction of the trimaran PCC are much smaller than the 

conventional mono-hull PCC because of large side force created by three demi-hulls. 
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